Over the last few months, we have been providing weekly headlines only since our Innovate UK funding ended in March 2015.

Our news service has been available since October 2005. Our Housing LIN and Telecare LIN membership database exceeds 40,000 people from around the world.

From January 2016 we will be back with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as maintaining weekly headlines together with daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and #TLINnews).

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.

**Headlines**

- Dubai Health Authority launches pilot phase of telehealth robot project ([GoDubai](#)).
- These New Wearables Aren’t For Your Wrist ([Fortune Magazine](#)).
- Indian Government launches four mobile health services ([Daily Excelsior](#)).
- Clampdown on NHS cash hived off by agencies for locum staff ([Telegraph](#)).
- New funding for the Finnish Digital Health Revolution – ([NLLifeScience](#)).
- European Commission Pushes for More Reliable mHealth Apps ([Medscape](#)).
- The mobile revolution is over. Get ready for the next big thing: Robots ([Business Insider](#)).
- Turning Smartphones Into Remote Monitoring Devices for Older Adults – ([Samsung](#)).
- Call9 raises $10M for emergency care video visits, starting with nursing homes ([mobihealthnews](#)).
- Is virtual reality coming to healthcare? ([Health Standards](#)).
- What if you went to start your car and Apple Watch stopped you? ([TechCrunch](#)).

**Study:** Gaps in understanding health & engagement with healthcare providers across common long-term conditions.
Models of care: GPs can reshape their role to control workload by 2020 (GP Online)

Will Robots Save The Future Of Work? - AI has pushed the boundary of what they can do (TechCrunch).

Providers given ultimatum over access to £1.8bn bailout fund (HSJnews)

House of Lords debates the NHS - 14 Jan 2016 (from 11.36am)

Interoperability Will Define Health IT Vendors In 2016 (hitconsultant)

BBC News - Meet the robotic cat for the elderly

From the U.S.: Next Generation ACO Model Increases Access to Telehealth Services (iHealthBeat)

Health Service Executive to create 40 new digital jobs across Ireland in 2016 via (siliconrepublic)

New Permanent Secretary for the Department of Health - Chris Wormald' (DH)

BBC News - Mental health: ’One in four adults in England has a condition

Microsoft's New Neural Net Shows Artificial Intelligence Is About to Get Way Smarter (Wired).

Making a Case for Pagers - & Smartphones - in Care Team Coordination (mHealth Intel)

Why doesn't Apple HealthKit include mental health tracking? (Fast Company)

Many Mobile Health Apps Approved by FDA, NHS Could Face Security Risks (iHealthBeat)

Telemedicine Services to be Expanded in South Korea via (KoreaSavvy)

Wellbeing & social care at the heart of Irish government’s 10-year physical activity plan - Leisure Opportunities

Emergency response service brings hospital care to older people's homes (guardian)

BBC News - BT takeover of EE gets final Competition and Markets Authority clearance

Concerns about Norfolk out of hours service - interim report (BBC News)

Evidence for using apps & wearables for fall detection (iMedicalApps)

NHS: growing numbers of patients are waiting too long for A&E care (Guardian).

NEJM: Medical Taylorism - has it gone too far?

Guidelines for creating a text messaging health programs (iMedicalApps).

Early evidence of impact in new NHS Health Check study – Dr Matt Kearney (NHS England)

BBC News - Nest thermostat bug leaves users cold

How technology is working to support patients and staff – George Freeman (DH)
NHS winter crisis continues - Nov 2015 figures (Daily Mail)

Elderly patients refusing to leave hospital because of care costs, NHS bosses fear (Telegraph)

The Time is Now: The NHS as World-Leader in Digital Health (Huffington Post).

BBC News - Private company Virgin to run north Kent community hospitals

Health social enterprise backed by Big Society Capital closes down – Buddy Enterprises (Third Sector)

How can we use quality data to make Care Homes safer? (British Geriatrics Society)

Complaints data is untapped resource for NHS improvement (LSE News)

Hospital A&E waiting times in England rise by a third in November (Guardian)

Navigation Support for Older Travellers with Memory Decline: the NavMem project

Ready for the Demographic Revolution? Measuring Active Ageing (EU Social)

How can IOT improve our smart living while ageing well? via (Digital Agenda Europe)

Advert for New Chief Information and Technology Officer NHS England

Thync big: We had digital content streamed to our nervous system (wearable).

‘From AI To Robotics, 2016 Will Be The Year When The Machines Start Taking Over’ (TechCrunch)

3 Reasons Another Digital Health Solution Bit the Dust (mobiquityinc)

Social care: the state of the care home market (England) – Parliament UK

NHS still missing many key targets in England - November 2015 figures (BBCNews)

Without experience standards, we will not see adoption at scale when designing wearables (PSFK)

Jury of citizens to ponder tricky question about health records (HERC)

Telemedicine use in US senior living communities (NueMD)

London startup ‘Babylon’ thinks its AI doctor could predict your future health (The Next Web)

Tech4Life launches First plug-n-play Digital Stethoscope at Arab Health 2016 (Tech4Life)

NICE experts called for minimum staff ratios in cancelled A&E guidance (Nursing Times)

London to take part in €25m smart technology trial (TechCityNews)

Wired for Health 6 month RCT shows no clinical or economic benefit from digital health monitoring via (MobiHealthNews)

Study: Health care utilization in individuals using multiple smartphone-enabled biosensors

Bitcoin tech (Blockchain) has role in NHS: Walport Report (Digital Health News)
New drug that could reduce impact of heart failure set to be available on NHS from May 2016 - via (MailOnline)

TechUK recommendations for information sharing in health & social care (Digital Health News)

Online communities can help the NHS, so why does it ignore them? (Guardian)

Why is one older person dying every seven minutes during the winter? (Guardian)

Study: Crowdsourcing Diagnosis for Patients With Undiagnosed Illnesses: An Evaluation of CrowdMed (JMIR)

The Last, Best Chance To Achieve health data Interoperability? (Forbes)

Plan to restrict zero-hours contracts for home carers (Wales)' (BBCNews)

LinkNYC's free gigabit Wi-Fi is here, and it is glorious’ - 280 Mbps download speeds (engadget)

Is England's A&E crisis fuelled by inequality? (ConversationUK)

5 healthcare imperatives as patients demand more personalized treatment (eHealthITNews)

NHS to offer patients treatment in France (Itvnews)

The NHS needs to stop repeating the same mistakes - here's how - by Richard Taunt (Guardian)

NHS has the west's most stressed GPs, survey reveals (Guardian)

Apple seems to be hiring a lot of medtech people (medcitynews)

German Giant Swoops For Bupa Homecare Unit (SkyNews)

As learning disability institutions close, care in the community must improve (Guardian)

NHS Local digital roadmaps delayed’ - now end of June 2016 (Digital Health News)

Service user advisers used by CQC face 50 per cent pay cut (CommunityCare)

Arizona Fire Department Announces #Telehealth Pilot Program for Veterans via (EMSWorld)

NHS response to claims that health apps library failed security tests (DigiHealthNews)

UCL launches £50 million technology investment fund (pharmaphorum)

Tech could kill 5m jobs by 2020 - 65% children starting school will work in jobs that don't yet exist – (CNNMoney)

Health secretary visits GP software companies (theGHS)

BBC News - Norman Lamb: NHS 111 report ‘must be published

Do Robots Have Value in Clinical Settings? #telehealth in Dubai (mHealth Intel)
Neura, A Privacy-Focused Platform For The Internet Of Things, Raises $11M Series A (TechCrunch)

Using Phones to Connect Children to Health Care (NY Times)

NHS chief condemns agency staff spending with figure due to hit £4bn (BT)

Community paramedics in east Kent ease pressure on NHS (BBC News)

Rica Needs You! Please join a consumer research panel (Enable Magazine)

Singapore rolls out robots for more jobs (Channel Asia)

Upcoming EU data protection ruling gives green light for sharing Pt data across health/care sector (NHS Confed)

NHS planning guidance: an opportunity for collaboration across places? (The King’s Fund)

Minister George Freeman says 2018 could be another 1948 for the NHS’ (Health IT Central)

NHS patient survey finds sharp rise in backing for Sunday opening for GP surgeries (Guardian)

NHS chief demands political consensus on funding elderly and social care (Guardian)

BBC News - Dementia patients face 'Russian roulette' in hospital

Simon Stevens: trying to steer the NHS through tumultuous times (Guardian)

Tech startups hoping to become household names in 2016' (Guardian)

Government 'downgrades' independence of patient champion body (Healthwatch) (HSJ News)

How councils are tackling the care worker shortage (Guardian)

Concerns about possible 'abuse' of people with dementia in UK hospitals – (Daily Express)

House of Lords debates NHS - 14 Jan 2016 (from 11.36am) – UK Parliament

Can a Text Message Be As Powerful As A Drug?’ - Internet of Healthy Things - new book from @jkvedar (Forbes)

New: Digital Project Manager post with the Leeds-based mHabitat Team

NHS hospitals to set example for rest of country with their own 'sugar tax - via (Independent)

For NHS, is the wolf really at the door or already in the house? - Polly Toynbee (Guardian)

'This is the NHS' - major project by Guardian

'NHS chief to introduce sugar tax in hospitals to tackle UK obesity crisis' (Guardian)

A portrait of the National Health Service: 'It's almost like a religion' (Guardian)

Soaring numbers struggling with GP opening hours (Telegraph)
How Measurement Fails Doctors and Teachers (NY Times)

How will technology change the future of work? (WEF)

Dubai Health Authority launches pilot phase of telehealth robot project (Go Dubai)

Plaid Cymru’s NHS plans to drive down waiting times & improve access to care - includes scrapping care charges

These New Wearables Aren't For Your Wrist (Fortune Magazine)

'Indian Government launches four mobile health services' (Daily Excelsior)

Looking Back at CES: Are Consumers and Doctors Finally Bridging the mHealth Gap? (mHealth Intel)

A revolution on the Isle of Wight? How island became health hub pioneer (Guardian)